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Abstract
While scholars have argued that membership in Regional Organizations (ROs) 
can increase the likelihood of democratization, we see many autocratic regimes 
surviving in power albeit being members of several ROs. This article  argues 
that this is the case because these regimes are often members in “Clubs of 
Autocrats” that supply material and ideational resources to strengthen domes-
tic survival politics and shield members from external interference during 
moments of political turmoil. The  argument is supported by survival analysis 
testing the effect of membership in autocratic ROs on regime survival between 
1946 to 2010. It finds that membership in ROs composed of more autocratic 
member states does in fact raise the likelihood of regime survival by protect-
ing incumbents against democratic challenges such as civil unrest or political 
dissent. However, autocratic RO membership does not help to prevent regime 
breakdown due to autocratic challenges like military coups, potentially because 
these types of threats are less likely to diffuse to other member states. The 
article thereby adds to our understanding of the limits of democratization and 
potential reverse effects of international cooperation, and contributes to the lit-
erature addressing interdependences of international and domestic politics in 
autocratic regimes.
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1 Introduction

Scholars studying processes of democratization have long argued that member-
ship in Regional Organizations (ROs) can increase the likelihood of democratic 
transitions (Ahlquist & Wibbels, 2012; Pevehouse, 2002a, b, 2005; Wright, 2009). 
However, many autocratic regimes seem to thrive in power albeit being members 
in a number of ROs including the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO), the 
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), the Association of South East Asian Nations 
(ASEAN), or the Bolivarian Alliance for the Peoples of Our America (ALBA) 
(Börzel & Risse, 2016a). Theoretically, the absence of democratization in these 
cases can be explained by missing scope conditions. Only liberalizing regimes 
are likely to profit from RO membership in terms of democratization because 
they strategically join ROs with a “democratic density” in order to tie the hands 
of future governments and receive assistance to consolidate democratic transi-
tions (Fearon, 1997; Mansfield & Pevehouse, 2006, 2008; Martin, 1993, 2017).

But if this is the case, what do autocratic regimes get from membership in ROs? I argue 
that autocratic regimes profit from membership in “Clubs of Autocrats”, that is, ROs that 
are composed of more autocratic regimes, because they can increase the likelihood of 
autocratic regime survival. Autocratic RO membership can alleviate future uncertainty 
in two important ways. First, it helps to protect from unwanted external interference from 
other RO member states, particularly during moments of political turmoil, by institution-
alizing norms of sovereignty and non-interference into politically central arenas of power. 
Second, it offers additional material and immaterial resources that can help autocratic 
incumbents to boost domestic survival strategies vis-à-vis domestic challengers such as 
legitimation, repression and co-optation. Therefore, autocratic regimes may be willing to 
bear some limited sovereignty costs resulting from formal cooperation in exchange for 
increased regime security.

To support this argument, I assemble original data on membership of 120 autocratic 
regimes in 70 ROs between 1946 to 2010. Based on survival analysis, I examine to what 
extent membership in autocratic ROs is related to higher likelihoods of regime survival 
when controlling for alternative domestic politics and geopolitical explanations. I find that 
membership in ROs with a higher autocratic density does indeed prolong time in power 
for autocratic incumbent regimes. However, RO membership only seems to protect from 
democratic challenges such as large-scale public demonstrations or oppositional dissent 
that aim to change the fundamental state-society relations of a regime. In contrast, mem-
bership in an autocrat’s club does not help to prevent successful autocratic challenges such 
as military coups that only aim to replace the current autocratic leader without changing 
underlying power distributions. This might potentially be the case because the theorized 
mechanisms only work if the threat to one regime has a high likelihood of diffusing to all 
member states. While this is often the case with public protest (Brinks & Coppedge, 2006), 
autocratic challenges differ profoundly between different types of autocratic regimes (Ged-
des, 1999) and will therefore be much less likely to spread and threaten all RO members.

The article ties in with recent scholarship that investigates if and how international 
cooperation between authoritarian regimes helps autocratic incumbents resist democrati-
zation (Debre 2021; Tansey, 2016a; von Soest, 2015). Scholars highlight that autocratic 
regimes exploit ROs for “regime-boosting” (Söderbaum, 2004), that is, to strengthen 
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regime stability by consolidating national sovereignty (Acharya, 2016; Acharya & John-
ston, 2007), legitimizing regimes domestically (Debre,  2020; Libman & Obydenkova, 
2018; Yom, 2014), engaging in rent-seeking activities to buy the loyalty of crony elites 
(Herbst, 2007) or to pursue cross-border policing (Cooley & Heathershaw, 2017). Findings 
from anti-corruption research also show that the company states keep is highly consequen-
tial, with institutions made up of mostly corrupt donors being much less likely to enforce 
anti-corruption mandates, even though they might adopt them in the first place to conform 
to global norms of good governance (Ferry et al. 2020; Hafner-Burton & Schneider, 2019).

However, much of the literature on the dark side of regional cooperation still lacks suf-
ficient theorization on the conditions under which RO membership benefits autocratic 
regime survival, as well as systematic quantitative cross-case analysis on domestic effects 
of RO membership. Instead, much of the work on autocratic regime-boosting focuses on 
single case studies of regimes or regions (Allison, 2008; Debre, 2020; Barnett & Solingen, 
2007; Börzel & van Hüllen, 2015; Collins, 2009; Herbst, 2007). While these qualitative 
works are important contributions that identify underlying mechanisms,  this contribution 
provides generalizable evidence to show under which conditions RO membership is ben-
eficial for autocratic regime survival. Where scholars do engage in cross-case hypothesis 
testing (Libman & Obydenkova, 2013; Obydenkova & Libman, 2019), they investigate a 
different dependent variable and explain why autocratic regimes join ROs. Instead, I focus 
on domestic consequences of membership for autocratic survival.

 The article proceeds in four steps. I first outline how membership in an autocrats’ club 
can influence autocratic regime survival by protecting members from external interfer-
ence and supporting domestic survival strategies with additional material and ideational 
resources. In a second step, I then hypothesize about conditions under which RO mem-
bership is likely to produce regime-boosting effects. Third, I present the results from sur-
vival analysis to show that membership in more autocratic ROs is indeed connected to 
higher likelihoods of preventing democratic regime change. In a fourth concluding sec-
tion, I discuss the theoretical implications of these findings for the research agenda on the 
international dimension of authoritarian resilience and comparative regionalism, as well 
as consequences for future research on institutional design of IGOs.

2  Regional organizations and authoritarian survival

2.1  Domestic effects of RO membership

Institutionalist international relations (IR) theory locates the demand for formalized 
cooperation on the systemic level, arguing that IGOs help member states to solve 
cross-border issues (Abbott & Snidal, 1998; Keohane, 1984) or that they serve to 
further a hegemon’s international interest (Gilpin, 1981; Ikenberry, 2001). In con-
trast, approaches that explicitly incorporate domestic politics to explain the demand 
to form and join IGOs argue that foreign policy preferences of states are driven by 
“two-level games” (Putnam, 1988): governments try to cater to domestic coalitions 
by creating IGOs. This argument has been particularly taken up by the IR literature 
on democratization, arguing that IGOs and particularly ROs can help liberalizing 
member states to credibly commit to certain policies domestically (Moravcsik, 2000). 
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Since liberalizing regimes usually face high uncertainty regarding the credibility of 
their reform efforts during democratic transitions, they can join democratic ROs to 
signal to domestic audiences that they are committed to democratization (Fearon, 
1997; Mansfield & Pevehouse, 2006, 2008; Martin, 1993). Furthermore, newly estab-
lished democracies also benefit from membership in the long run, because external 
monitoring and sanctioning mechanisms tie the hands of future governments and pre-
vent policy reversals (Martin, 2017; Pevehouse, 2002b, 2005).

Both systemic and domestic accounts mostly disregard the question of regime 
type. For systemic theorists, interdependencies drive cooperation, and the question if 
autocracies and democracies might be equally willing and able to commit to formal 
cooperation is left untouched. However, due to informal and nontransparent politics, 
autocracies are considered to differ to democracies “in terms of their mutual suspi-
cions and divergences, and inherent difficulties in working together as voluntary and 
mutually trusting partners” (Whitehead, 2014, p. 23). Autocracies might thus be per-
ceived as more likely to renege on their international commitments by democratic 
counterparts, which could impinge on the likelihood of cooperation even in case 
of high interdependencies and potential mutual gains. Domestic politics accounts, 
in contrast, only theorize why joining IGOs might be beneficial for democratic and 
liberalizing regimes without specifically addressing how autocracies might benefit 
domestically from RO membership.

So why would autocratic regimes set-up or join ROs and delegate some limited 
authority to the supra-national level? The literature on regime-boosting argues that 
the demand to participate in ROs is driven by domestic survival politics of auto-
cratic incumbent elites that hope to increase the likelihood of remaining in power 
by joining a “Club of Autocrats” (Libman & Obydenkova, 2013; Söderbaum, 2004; 
Debre, 2021). Autocratic RO membership offers the potential to strengthen legiti-
mation strategies (Libman & Obydenkova, 2018; Russo & Stoddard, 2018; Debre 
& Morgenbesser,  2017), to pursue dissidents across borders (Cooley & Heathershaw, 
2017), to engage in rent-seeking activities (Collins, 2009; Herbst, 2007), or to feign com-
mitment to global standards of good governance to international partners (Jetschke, 
2015; van Hüllen, 2015).

To what extent and under which conditions autocracies actually profit from their 
RO membership in terms of increasing domestic survival chances, however, remains 
unclear. I argue that two mechanisms can explain domestic effects of RO member-
ship. Autocracies are inherently threatened by domestic forces in the form of popu-
lar upheavals, oppositional actors or intra-elite coalitions that intend to challenge 
the current power distribution (Svolik, 2012), and therefore develop appropriate 
domestic survival strategies to mitigate these threats (Gerschewski, 2013). However, 
to increase the likelihood of success for survival politics during times of political 
upheaval, autocratic regimes might want secure additional regional support through 
RO membership by both regulating behavior with like-minded international allies to 
shield themselves from unwanted external interference as well as gaining access to 
additional regional resources.

First, RO membership helps autocratic regimes to regulate behavior between 
neighboring states, and profit from institutionalized norms of sovereignty protection 
and non-interference. From a historical perspective, institution-building in much of 
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the non-democratic Global South was a post-colonial nation-building exercise (Acha-
rya, 2016). Many ROs such as the Arab League, the Association of South-East Asian 
Nations, or the Organization of African Unity were specifically designed to foster 
sovereignty and non-interference, thereby alleviating the perceived threat to inde-
pendence for newly created post-colonial states (Acharya & Johnston, 2007). Until 
today, autocratic regimes remain highly sensitive to interventionist politics due to 
the rise of global norms such as election monitoring, the responsibility to protect, or 
democracy-protection sanctions that increase the cost of authoritarian survival strate-
gies such as repression or electoral fraud. RO membership can thus be seen as a way 
to profit from these institutionalized norms and ensure that neighboring regimes will 
not come down on the side of domestic challengers during political turmoil.

Sovereignty, in this regard, has to be understood in non-absolute terms that allow 
for a differentiated perspective on governing power. States commonly delegate deci-
sion-making competences to international bodies in some specific policy area, while 
retaining sovereignty rights in others. Alan Milward (1992), for instance, argued that 
integration in Europe has mostly taken place within ‘low politics’ that are not essen-
tial to political sovereignty issues of ‘high politics.’ Therefore, post-war European 
states were essentially willing to give up limited areas of sovereignty in economics 
and trade to “rescue” the European nation state system. Likewise, autocracies might 
agree to coordinate with neighboring regimes in certain policy areas and accept 
some restrictions of their decision-making freedom in exchange for the protection 
of core political sovereignty rights such as the use of force or conduct of elections. 
Institutionalized norms of non-interference within ROs then help to expand the 
room to maneuver against political challengers because autocratic regimes can exer-
cise costly survival strategies without the danger of external interference by neigh-
boring states (see Tansey, 2016a on this point for autocratic sponsorship by auto-
cratic regional powers). Consequently, autocracies might be willing to accept some 
limitations to sovereign decision-making vis-à-vis neighboring states that come with 
membership in ROs in exchange for ensuring non-interference into politically sensi-
tive areas during uncertain moments.

Second, RO membership can also be a means to secure access to pooled regional 
resources to mitigate domestic challengers during moments of uncertainty. ROs can 
essentially be conceived as opportunity structures that pool and provide additional 
resources to empower some domestic actors over others (Börzel & Risse, 2003). RO 
membership thus opens access to both material resources such as financial redis-
tributions, market access, military equipment, intelligence sharing, or technical 
support, but also to ideational support such as diplomacy or regional identity dis-
courses. During moments of political turmoil, these additional resources can make 
a substantial difference to tip the scale in favor of autocratic incumbents. In contrast 
to short-lived alliances or bilateral relations, formalizing these pooling measures 
within a RO represents a higher level of commitment to support the existing non-
democratic status-quo amongst member states in times of political turmoil.

Regionally pooled resources can essentially be used to strengthen three main 
survival strategies commonly employed by autocratic incumbent regimes: legiti-
mation, co-optation, and repression (Debre, 2021). While these three strategies can 
exert mutually reinforcing effects, their respective application and combination often 
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varies depending on type of regime and threat (Gerschewski, 2013). First, ROs can 
generate legitimacy by helping regimes to present themselves as democratic and part 
of a regional ideational group. Legitimacy in autocratic regimes either rests on pre-
senting incumbents as quasi-democratic or by recurring to alternative legitimation 
strategies based on traditional values or ideology (Dukalskis & Gerschewski, 2017; 
von Soest & Grauvogel, 2017). RO “shadow election monitoring” (Kelley, 2012) 
has emerged as a highly effective way to award autocratic incumbents international 
recognition for highly flawed elections by praising their democratic quality without 
actually engaging in meaningful monitoring activities (Debre & Morgenbesser, 2017). 
Additionally, ROs often represent ideational communities with common value sys-
tems such as Eurasianism in the post-Soviet space (Laruelle, 2008), the “ASEAN 
Way” in Southeast Asia (Acharya, 2003), pan-Arabism in the Middle East (Korany, 
1986), or the Shanghai Spirit in Central Asia (Ambrosio, 2008). By drawing on 
those regional values and identities, autocratic incumbents strengthen alternative 
domestic legitimation narratives while critical actors are cast as part of an illegiti-
mate out-group (Hellquist, 2015, Debre, 2020).

Second, ROs provide material benefits in the form of economic support, financial 
redistributions and development aid or bureaucratic positions that can be employed 
to strengthen the co-optation of key elites. The literature on regionalism in Sub-
Saharan Africa shows how ROs help to sustain patrimonial networks by accumulat-
ing diplomatic positions to reward politicians, business elites and military personnel 
with reputable jobs and to capture rents such as tariff revenues by undermining trade 
liberalization (Bach, 2005; Hartmann, 2016; Herbst, 2007). Additionally, develop-
ment assistance, especially from new South-South donors is of particular interest to 
authoritarian regimes to increase rent-seeking capacities, especially given the fact 
that all types of development assistance are often intentionally or unintentionally 
blind to regime type and can thus be easily exploited (Bruszt & Palestini, 2016; Kar-
arach, 2014; Kono & Montinola, 2013). Even the suggestion of economic regional-
ism without meaningful liberalization might be enough in the short-term ensure the 
loyalty of key business elites (Collins, 2009).

Third, regional security cooperation and intelligence sharing may help to boost 
the repression of popular uprisings and oppositional actors. Many ROs such as the 
Economic Community of West African States or ASEAN have developed security 
capacities over time, or have been specifically founded as security institutions, such 
as the SCO. Autocratic regimes might be particularly interested in increased intel-
ligence cooperation. In Central Asia for instance, the SCO Regional Antiterrorism 
Structure has played a major role in helping member states to criminalize legitimate 
opposition by blacklisting, extradition, and denial of asylum for political opposition 
(Cooley & Heathershaw, 2017). Similarly, cross-border policing has become a popu-
lar instrument among GCC members to better pursue and prosecute critical activists 
independently of their physical location (Yom, 2016). While military interference to 
safeguard an incumbent regime comparable to the 2011 GCC intervention in Bah-
rain remains the exception, joint military maneuvers can still be used to signal mili-
tary strength to potential challengers. Finally, simply having the opportunity to learn 
from other incumbent regimes about “worst-practices” within an institutionalized 
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setting with regard to crisis management can strengthen successful repressive strate-
gies (Yom, 2014).

2.2  The supply and design of institutional cooperation between autocracies

Not all IGOs will be likely to supply autocratic incumbents with the functions out-
lined above. A central part of this argument comprises the two expectations that 
first, only “Clubs of Autocrats” as well as second, ROs with low authority levels will 
be likely to supply those mechanisms. First, I hypothesize that ROs with a higher 
“autocratic density” – that is, ROs composed of more autocratic member states, 
should theoretically be more likely to provide the expected stabilizing benefits. I 
thus adopt a gradual understanding of regime type which is defined as a continuum 
between full democracy and closed autocracy, and expect that ROs with more auto-
cratic membership will also produce a stronger effect on the likelihood of survival.

I follow rational-institutionalist assumptions that states employ international insti-
tutions to further their strategic and normative domestic preferences, and that coop-
eration will be easier with other states that share similar preferences (Hall & Taylor, 
1996). I also contend that political survival is a common preference of all regime 
types, but that strategies to achieve survival differ significantly between democracies 
and autocracies, also with regard to their foreign policy choices (Bueno de Mesquita 
et  al. 2003; Weeks, 2008). Democracies need to cater to a wider selectorate and 
therefore have to provide common goods to a large numbers of citizens to achieve 
reelection, while also promoting and protecting free and fair elections, the rule of 
law, and civil liberties at home and abroad (Bermeo, 2016; Lührmann & Lindberg, 
2019). Liberalizing regimes are particularly often challenged by disenfranchised 
autocratic elites that aim to reverse reforms and regain control and therefore look 
for support to consolidate democracy (Moravcsik, 2000). Autocracies, in contrast, 
cater to a much smaller group of politically and economically relevant elites, and 
are thus better off providing club goods to ensure the loyalty of the winning coali-
tion, while repressing dissidents and public protestors that aim to topple the current 
regime (Geddes et al. 2018; Gerschewski, 2013; Svolik, 2012).

Consequently, the composition of membership of an institution in terms of regime 
type is an important dimension to determine the outcomes of cooperation. Democra-
cies and liberalizing regimes should be more likely to employ ROs to jointly provide 
common goods to their selectorates, to spread and protect norms of good govern-
ance and human rights, and to funnel resources to liberal coalitions to assist them 
in consolidating democratic transitions. In contrast, autocracies should have higher 
preferences to employ institutions to redistribute resources that help to strengthen 
autocratic incumbent elites vis-à-vis domestic challengers, and to protect regimes 
from external pressure to democratize.

In fact, previous research shows that ROs that are dominated by more democratic 
members are more often equipped with enforceable democracy and conditionality 
clauses as well as judicial control mechanisms that can provide for credible commit-
ments and constrain future reversals of democratic reform in member states (Peve-
house, 2005, 2016; Schimmelfennig, 2016). Efforts to redistribute resources towards 
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liberal elites have also been a central goal of EU accession and neighborhood policy 
(Schimmelfennig & Sedelmeier, 2005), while democratic coalitions have used IGOs 
and bilateral and multilateral trade-agreements to spread human rights and good 
governance provisions (Greenhill, 2015; Hafner-Burton, 2009). International donor 
organizations comprised of member states with lower levels of corruption are also 
more likely to adopt and enforce anti-corruption standards and refrain from divert-
ing money to corrupt states (Ferry et al. 2020; Hafner-Burton & Schneider, 2019).

Second, the above argument also implies that ROs with a weak institutional 
design that remains in the realm of intergovernmental cooperation should be more 
likely to provide benefits to autocratic regime survival. Since autocrats want to gain 
additional support and prevent unwanted external interference through RO member-
ship, they are aware of possible unintended consequences resulting from entering 
into legally binding forms of cooperation. Thus, they will try to avoid such conse-
quences by making specific institutional design choices to hold tight on the reins of 
power without delegating too much enforcement competences to RO bureaucracies 
or installing majority voting procedures. RO bureaucracies with agenda-setting or 
enforcement powers, for instance in the form of regional courts, might in fact pun-
ish member states for employing autocratic survival strategies and thus increase the 
costs of repressive and manipulative tactics (e.g. Alter & Hooghe, 2016; Jetschke 
& Katada, 2016). When the newly established SADC court ruled against the Zim-
babwe regime on grounds of human rights protection, the tribunal was quickly ban-
ished because it interfered too heavily with the domestic politics of the Mugabe 
regime (Hulse & van der Vleuten, 2015). In a similar vein, empowered bureau-
crats with agenda-setting power might push for the adoption of stricter democratic 
regional standards or block the redistribution of resources to regimes that have come 
under political pressure. Thus, ROs with weaker institutional designs should be 
more likely to serve autocratic member states during political turmoil and help them 
stay in power.

Findings from recent research on international authority for instance show that 
many autocratic ROs in the Middle East, Sub-Saharan Africa, and Central and 
Southeast Asia are equipped with less authority, particularly with regard to pooled 
decision-making procedures compared to democratic ROs in the Global North like 
the European Union (EU), the Council of Europe (CoE), or the Organization for 
Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) (Hooghe et al. 2017, 2019b). Further-
more, for many of these autocratic ROs, sovereignty protection is a major driver 
to explain shallow institutional design including informal and consensual forms of 
decision-making and strong norms protecting sovereignty and non-interference: 
“One common feature of these regional “ways” is that notwithstanding geographic, 
cultural, and political differences and the time lag in their evolution, the emphasis 
on sovereignty and non-interference has remained a powerful constant” (Acharya & 
Johnston, 2007, p. 246).

I also follow recent scholarship on the international dimension of authoritarian 
resilience and argue that authoritarian regimes are mostly concerned with preventing 
regime change, not with promoting authoritarianism as a regime type abroad (Tan-
sey, 2016b; von Soest, 2015; Way, 2015). Consequently, RO membership is assumed 
to produce a stabilizing effect for regimes, because the mechanisms outlined above 
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are mostly employed during crisis situation when the survival of regimes is in jeop-
ardy. This also builds on democratization literature that has mostly argued that IO 
membership helps to stabilize newly established democracies by tying hands of 
future elites that might want to reverse democratic reform efforts, but that member-
ship does not induce regime change (Pevehouse, 2005).

Finally, I restrict the analysis to regional IGOs because I expect that the hypoth-
esized effects should play out particularly within ROs instead of global IGOs. ROs 
consist of geographically and culturally proximate members, and can thus be par-
ticularly well employed to further domestic preferences without the confounding 
influence of international-level dynamics. ROs tend to be community-oriented, 
involving fewer numbers and more interaction compared to task-specific and uni-
versal membership IGOs that deal with global coordination problems (Hooghe et al. 
2019b). Thus, ROs are also closer to domestic and regional political events, so the 
proposed causal processes should work more easily.

3  Testing the argument

3.1  Unit of analysis, sampling, and statistical model

The above argument suggests that there should  be a strong relationship between 
membership in a more autocratic RO and regime survival. To test this relationship, 
I conduct survival analysis using an original dataset that includes data on the mem-
bership of 120 autocratic regimes in a sample of 70 ROs between 1946 to 2010. 
The unit of analysis is country-year, with a data point for every autocratic country 
year of independent states with more than one million inhabitants between 1946 to 
2010 as coded by the Geddes, Wright and Frantz dataset “Autocratic Breakdown and 
Regime Transitions” (Geddes et al. 2014).

For each year, I code membership of all 120 regimes included in the dataset by 
Geddes et  al. (2014) for a sample of 70 current and dead ROs that were founded 
between 1945 and 2010.1 Sampling of ROs is based on the Yearbook of Interna-
tional Organizations (YIO), whereby ROs are defined as the formal and institution-
alized cooperative relations among at least three states within a region (Börzel & 
Risse, 2016b). Accordingly, all IGOs listed in the YIO with (1) regionally defined 
membership, (2) at least three member states, and (3) a formal secretariat, are 
included. Additionally, only ROs that comprise political and/or security as policy 
fields are selected because the theorized mechanisms cannot work in purely task-
specific technical ROs that do not cover matters of high politics. Policy fields of ROs 
were coded based on the RO profiles in YIO. A list of all ROs covered by the dataset 
can be found in Table A11 in the annex.

To estimate effects, I employ survival analysis (Cox, 1972), which is a particu-
larly well-suited set of methods to analyze the time until the occurrence of an event, 

1 I only exclude Oman from the dataset because it represents an extreme outlier case with 268 years of 
uninterrupted autocratic rule since the establishment of an independent Sultanate in 1742.
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in this case, the breakdown of autocratic rule. Essentially, survival models estimate 
how covariates change the underlying baseline hazard of an event occurring at time 
t, given that the subject under analysis has survived until this point in time. The 
models are advantageous to deal with issues of right-censoring, which is important 
since countries are only observed until 2010, but may not have experienced a break-
down event until that point of time.

Countries enter the risk set with the first autocratic year and exit the year after 
a breakdown event with countries that are still autocratic at the end of the study 
period in 2010 as right-censored. Since countries can theoretically undergo several 
instances of regime change and backsliding over time, the data is in multiple failure-
time format, with countries that experience re-autocratization entering the risk-set 
again the year after the event. In total, 22 out of 120 autocratic regimes re-enter the 
dataset at some point after previously undergoing democratic regime change, with 9 
out of those 22 experiencing more than one instance of re-autocratization (amongst 
those, Haiti, Peru and Thailand as the least stable regimes with three instances of re-
autocratization each). In total, the dataset includes 101 cases of democratic regime 
change and 111 cases of autocratic replacement for the study period 1946–2020.

I estimate stratified Cox proportional hazard models2 with robust standard 
errors following a conditional risk set approach (Prentice et al. 1981). The mod-
els work with random hazard functions based on time since study entry, and 
stratify units on the number of preceding failure events. This approach is cho-
sen to account for multiple ordered failure events. First, failures are assumed to 
be ordered since countries are not at risk of a second failure event if they have 
not experienced a preceding moment of breakdown. Second, countries are strati-
fied by number of preceding failure events, since a country that has previously 
undergone a breakdown should theoretically have a different underlying hazard 
of experiencing a recurring failure compared to countries that have been stable 
over longer time periods without any failure events. Finally, time is counted from 
the first time a country enters the risk set to account for the overall time a country 
has been under autocratic rule. As robustness check, models without stratification 
and models counting time from previous failure events are estimated and reported 
in the online appendix.

3.2  Dependent variable: Autocratic and democratic regime breakdown

The dependent variable measures two types of breakdown events that can end 
the survival spell of an autocratic regime: autocratic regime breakdown due 
to autocratic replacements (autrep), and autocratic system breakdown due to 
democratization (democ). Autocratic replacements refer to transitions from one 
type of autocratic regime to a different type of autocratic regime (e.g. a change 
from monarchical to military rule after a successful coup), while democratiza-
tion refers to system breakdowns leading to subsequent democracy. To measure 

2 The proportional-hazards assumption of Cox models essentially assumes that hazard ratios of all sub-
ject are proportional over time. Results from the proportional-hazards tests for both dependent variables 
are reported in Table A9 and A10 in the Online Appendix. The assumption is not violated.
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both types of outcomes, I take the binary variables on transitions from Geddes 
et al. (2014).

Autocratic replacements have only recently been included into the study of 
stability and survival, while previous analyses have mostly dealt with democ-
ratization. However, separating both types of breakdowns makes a big differ-
ence when analyzing drivers of survival because it helps to separate if and how 
predictor variables help to deter against replacements by a rivaling autocratic 
group or against democratic challengers, and can thus offer more fine-grained 
information on underlying processes. The influence of resource wealth on 
authoritarian survival has for instance been a topic of debate for years, with 
some authors arguing that it does destabilize autocracies (Ross, 2001, 2012), 
while others could not find negative effects on autocratic survival (Haber & 
Menaldo, 2011). However, when separating both types of regime breakdowns, 
analysis shows that resource wealth does in fact have a positive effect on sur-
vival by lowering the likelihood of replacements by a rivaling autocratic group, 
but that resources do not help to deter democratic challengers to prevent democ-
ratization (Wright et al., 2015).

3.3  Independent variables

I construct two variables to test the argument that membership in a more auto-
cratic but less authoritative RO should increase the probability of authoritarian 
regime survival. The first independent variable, autocratic density (autdensity), 
represents the average autocracy score of the most autocratic RO in which state i 
is a member based on the Polity IV data (Marshall et al. 2016).3 The measure is 
constructed by computing the average polity2 score of all member states of a RO 
in which country i is a member in year t, without the score for country i. The final 
score for each country i is achieved by transforming the polity2 score so that the 
final range runs from 1 (highly democratic) to 21 (highly autocratic), with 0 sign-
aling no membership. ROs with a score of 6 and higher are consequently consid-
ered as autocratic, including the category of anocracies. I expect that membership 
in more autocratic ROs should reduce the probability of both types of breakdown 
events, and that the effect is more pronounced the higher the autocratic density 
of an RO. However, autocracies could be members in an additional RO that is 
comprised of more democratic members and thus might counteract the effects 
of the autocratic RO membership, thereby biasing estimation results. To account 
for possible changes in density scores across all RO memberships, I also test if 
results remain similar when including the average density across all RO member-
ships (avgdensity).

3 Following Pevehouse (2005), theoretically, it should be enough to be a member in one organization for 
the effect to work. If a country is a member in several autocratic ROs of which one or more turns more 
democratic, the country can still profit from the most autocratic RO to stabilize its rule. Thus, theoreti-
cally it should be enough to look at the most autocratic RO of which country i is a member of at a given 
point in time to see if it has an effect on survival.
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The second independent variable measures the authority of a RO prox-
ied by the degree of delegation awarded to regional courts.4 The presence of a 
regional court has been argued to be a major international driver of democra-
tization processes because they can sanction non-compliant member states and 
thereby empower democratic coalitions over autocratic elites (Alter, 2014; Alter 
& Hooghe, 2016; Lenz & Marks, 2016, p. 526; Moravcsik, 2000). In contrast, 
ROs without a regional court have no enforcement capacity over member states, 
thereby protecting them from interference in domestic politics (Hancock & Lib-
man, 2016; Jetschke & Katada, 2016) and enabling exploitation of RO bureaucra-
cies for patronage politics (Gray, 2015; Herbst, 2007). I include a binary vari-
able that measures if the RO under investigation has a permanent, non-obligatory 
regional court with some binding authority over human rights and good govern-
ance matters (authority). In a first step, ROs with a permanent court were identi-
fied based on the variable dispute settlement taken from Hooghe et al. (2017) and 
ROs with a court coded as 1. Those ROs not covered by the Hooghe et al. dataset 
were coded based on the collection of RO courts in Alter (Alter, 2014) and Alter 
and Hooghe (Alter & Hooghe, 2016) and further supplemented by an online 
search on the respective RO website for all those ROs covered in the sample of 
this study that are not included in either of those works. I expect that membership 
in ROs without a regional court should increase the probability of both types of 
breakdown events.

To control for alternative explanations, I further include predictor variables 
pertaining to international and domestic level arguments from the IR and com-
parative authoritarianism literature. First, power-based approaches from the IR 
literature such as hegemonic stability theory suggest that regional institutions 
are only epiphenomenal to the underlying power asymmetries within a region 
(Gilpin, 1987). States thus join international institutions such as ROs to band-
wagon with regional powerhouses that wield substantial economic and military 
power and are willing to act as the “regional paymaster” (Mattli, 1999, p. 5). To 
assess if survival is more likely where an autocratic power dominates a region, I 
include a variable to test for the effect of regional power asymmetries (hegemon). 
I understand a regional autocratic power as the state with the highest share of 
material capabilities in a region, with at least 20% of all regional power capabili-
ties based on the COW National Material Capabilities dataset (Singer, 1988). The 
variable is a dummy coded 1 if country i is a member of a RO with any of the 
regional powers as members. A further realist implication flows from balance-
of-power theory, which argues that international anarchy results in internal and 
external balancing to protect states from aggression by a dominant power (Waltz, 
1979). Since balance-of-power should lead to a stable international system, I 
would expect higher likelihoods of breakdowns with the end of the Cold War. To 

4 While a more fine-grained measures of regional authority would be preferable, currently available data 
do not allow for such measures to be used in this article. The MIA dataset by Hooghe et al (2017) for 
instance only captures a subsection of the sample employed in this paper, while the dataset employed by 
Zürn (2018) only covers the 30 most important IGOs.
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capture this change in the international system, I include a dummy variable (cold-
war), coded 0 before 1990 and 1 afterwards.

Contagion offers a second international alternative to explain regime dynamics. 
Diffusion approaches treat events such as regime transitions as open to interde-
pendent decision-making rather than purely endogenous or functional processes 
of rational actors (Gleditsch & Ward, 2006; Risse, 2016). These interdependencies 
play out particularly strongly on the regional level as waves of regime breakdowns 
such as the Color Revolutions or the Arab Spring have shown. To control for these 
types of interdependencies, I include a binary indicator coded 1 if a state in the 
region has experienced a democratic regime change (for the dependent variable 
democratization) or autocratic breakdown (for the dependent variable autocratic 
replacements) in the previous year.

To control for alternative explanations identified by the comparative authori-
tarian resilience literature, I include three further variables pertaining to domes-
tic-level factors. First, the institutionalist literature argues that institutional vari-
ation between regimes can account for differences in survival (Brownlee, 2007; 
Gandhi, 2008; Geddes, 1999; Hadenius & Teorell, 2007). In essence, this litera-
ture finds that regimes with institutionalized dominant parties and legislatures 
are more stable because they constrain actors by containing conflict amongst 
elites, and by binding them to citizens through established patronage networks 
(Pepinsky, 2014). To capture the effect of regime type on survival, I include 
a categorical variable based on the definition of regime type in the Geddes, 
Wright and Frantz dataset that codes each regime as either military, personal, 
party-based, or monarchy.

Second, both economic growth and economic crisis have been identified as 
important factors to survival and breakdown of autocracies and democracies, 
although the literature is divided on the direction and causality of the relation-
ship (Cheibub & Vreeland, 2011). While modernization theory argues that eco-
nomic wealth can induce democratic regime transitions (Gasiorowski, 1995; 
Lipset, 1959), its critics posit that economic growth rather stabilizes autocratic 
systems (Huntington, 2006; Moore, 1966; O’Donnell, 1973) or that the relation-
ship is dynamic and dependent on degree of growth (Przeworski et al., 2000). To 
control for the possible effect of economic growth on regime survival, I include 
annual growth rates (growth) based on logged GDP per capita taken from Mad-
dison (Maddison, 2010).

Finally, structural factors, most importantly resource wealth, have been 
argued to produce positive effects for autocratic survival. The literature on 
rentier state theory argues that governments reliant on external revenue from 
natural resources can act more autonomously from society since they are not 
dependent on taxation (Beblawi & Luciani, 1987; Mahdavi, 1970). Instead, 
rentier states can offer benefits and sustain coercive institutions to alleviate 
pressure for democratization (Ross, 2001). I include total resource income 
per capita (resources) taken from Haber and Menaldo (2011) with the expec-
tation that rising levels of resource wealth make autocratic replacements 
more likely, but do not significantly affect the likelihood of democratization 
(Wright et al. 2015).
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3.4  Statistical results

Before investigating results from the Cox regression analysis, it is helpful to look 
at the baseline survival rates of democratization and autocratic replacements using 
the Kaplan–Meier estimator. For both democratization and autocratic replacements, 
regimes are relatively volatile for about 50  years, with median survival times at 
about 40 until democratization and 30 until autocratic replacements (see Fig.  1). 
However, some regimes manage to survive exceptionally long without undergoing 
any form of breakdown event. Amongst those are regimes such as Mexico (85 years 
until democratization), South Africa (84  years until democratization), Ethiopia 
(85  years until autocratic replacement), Nepal (105  years until autocratic replace-
ment), and Saudi Arabia (83 years of uninterrupted rule until 2010).5

Table 1 presents results of the estimated models. Column one presents results 
for the dependent variable democratization and column two for autocratic replace-
ments. Overall, Table  1 reveals important insights about the effect of interna-
tional-level factors on survival. Across time and space, membership in ROs with 
higher autocratic density significantly reduces the hazard of experiencing demo-
cratic breakdowns, but does not seem to protect from autocratic replacements. 
Thus, membership in more autocratic ROs produces a system-boosting effect: it 

Fig. 1  Kaplan–Meier Survival Estimates

5 While the study period begins in 1946, some autocracies that have been independent sovereign states 
before that date enter the risk set with the first independent autocratic year and are thus not left-censored. 
Thus, survival times can exceed the time of the study period.
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protects from democratic challengers aiming for a larger systemic change in the 
underlying power distributions between ruler and ruled, while not protecting from 
autocratic challengers that aim to change the power distribution within the ruling 
elite. This effect on authoritarian survival also remains the same when includ-
ing the average density across all RO memberships, indicating that autocratic 
regimes rarely seem to be members in both very autocratic and democratic ROs 
(see Online Appendix, Table 6).

It is of course possible that the estimated effect of autocratic density is not due 
to membership in the organization, but rather due to diffusion between neighboring 
states. While the models do control for contagion of breakdown events, they might 
omit controlling for other forms of bilateral diffusion. To mitigate this potential 

Table 1  Regional Organizations and Autocratic Survival, 1946–2010

Stratified Cox proportional hazard models with robust standard errors in parentheses and coefficients 
reported. Bold entries indicate statistically significant values
*  p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

Democratization Autocratic 
Replace-
ments

(1) (2)

Autocratic Density -0.0682** 0.0164
(0.0253) (0.0243)

Authority 0.141 -0.0736
(0.460) (0.709)

Hegemon 0.594 -0.168
(0.322) (0.280)

Cold War 0.679 -0.785
(0.372) (0.494)

Contagion
  Previous  Democratizationt-1 -0.492

(0.539)
  Previous Autocratic  Replacementt-1 -1.034*

(0.429)
Regime Type

  Military 2.178*** 0.194
(0.322) (0.329)

  Monarchy -33.13*** 0.413
(0.490) (0.496)

  Personal 0.727* 0.703*

(0.367) (0.322)
Growth -4.248** -6.644***

(1.418) (1.543)
Resources -0.0395 -0.107*

(0.0527) (0.0423)
N 3149 3149
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omitted variable bias, I add a variable capturing the percentage of autocracies in 
a region (diffusion_regional). The results are reported in Table  A1 in the annex. 
The variable does not achieve significance in both models, while autocratic density 
remains significant, although at a slightly lower significance level. This seems to 
suggest that the effect of autocratic density on survival is due to something related to 
RO membership and not just a matter of regional diffusion.

Most other international-level factors do not achieve significance and thus do 
not seem to effect the hazard of survival in a meaningful way.6 Only contagion is 
significantly related to autocratic replacements, however in a surprising way. Pre-
vious experiences of autocratic replacements in regionally proximate states actu-
ally decrease the hazard of experiencing a similar event over time. This might point 
to learning effects stressed by the recent literature on authoritarian collaboration, 
whereby late-risers during waves of instability might learn from earlier examples, 
and adapt their strategies accordingly to prevent breakdowns (Ambrosio, 2010; 
Bank & Edel, 2015; Vanderhill, 2013).

Domestic explanations stay mostly in line with previous research. Regime type is 
significantly related particularly to democratization, with party-based regimes (omit-
ted category) as the most stable regime type and military regimes as the least stable 
category due to the fact that they carry inherent instabilities which will eventually 
lead to elite split (Geddes, 1999; Hadenius & Teorell, 2007). Finally, monarchies 
seem to remain even more stable than party-based regimes with regard to the poten-
tial for democratic regime change. This effect, however, is not stable across different 
model specifications (see Online Appendix) which can be due to the relatively low 
number of cases in the overall population.

Finally, growth significantly reduces the hazard both of experiencing democratic 
regime change and autocratic replacements, while resources do not seem to have a 
significant effect on the hazard of democratization. As previously argued, resource 
wealth can help to protect regimes from autocratic challengers, because oil wealth 
increases security spending and can thus shield regimes more effectively from mili-
tary coups (Wright et al., 2015). These results speak for the necessity for differentia-
tion in the dependent variable, because predictors may only initiate some forms of 
political mechanisms that cannot explain all forms of regime survival.

3.5  Robustness tests

To test the robustness of results, several follow-up tests were performed. First, I var-
ied model specifications to check if results hold when changing the composition of 
risk sets with each failure event. Table A2 (Online Appendix) reports results from 
a conditional risk set approach that stratifies on number of failure events, but resets 
time at every failure. Table  A3 (Online Appendix) reports results from a simple 

6 I also tested for potential interaction effects between the two main independent variables autocratic 
density and authority but do not find significant effects. The weak results for the authority variable could 
be due to the dichotomous measurement, whereby a more differentiated measurement of different facets 
of authority might produce different results. Current datasets on international authority (Börzel and Zürn 
2021; Hooghe et al. 2017) do, however, not cover the range of ROs included in this article.
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counting approach, whereby failure events are essentially treated as equal, so the 
risk set under analysis for a breakdown event k are all subjects under analysis at time 
t. In both cases, most results are not altered significantly. The only difference is that 
Cold War turns significant for both democratization and autocratic replacements, but 
in opposite directions. While the hazard of democratization increases significantly 
with the end of the Cold War, the risk of autocratic replacements decreases. The 
first result makes sense given that the third wave of democratization was initiated 
with the end of the Cold War. The increased stability of autocratic incumbents vis-
à-vis autocratic challengers might be due to the fact that many autocratic regimes 
have transformed towards electoral party-based regimes under the rise of democratic 
elections as an international norm. Party-based regimes remain amongst the most 
stable regime category, while the numbers of military regimes and with it the most 
important category of autocratic replacements in the form of coups have decreased 
since 1990.

Second, I control for region-specific effects to ensure that results are not driven 
by significant differences between regions (Table A4, Online Appendix). Including 
regional dummies does not alter the results in significant ways and suggests that esti-
mates are not affected by heterogeneity between regions. Third I control if results 
hold when employing alternative measurements to the polity variable. I construct 
the density variable based on the v2x_polyarchy variable in the Varieties of Democ-
racy v. 10 dataset (Coppedge et al., 2020) and find that results remain robust to this 
alternative variable measurement (Table A7, Online Appendix). Forth, I exchange 
the main predictor variable Autocratic Density with an alternative variable measur-
ing the number of autocratic RO memberships of a regime (overlap). The compara-
tive regionalism literature has argued that many ROs are essentially dysfunctional 
paper tigers that are only set-up to prevent pressure for policy implementation in 
favor of purely rhetorical forms of regionalism (Allison, 2008; Söderbaum, 2011). 
By creating competing and overlapping regional agendas, regimes hope to appease 
national constituencies and reinforce national sovereignty over external agendas of 
democracy promotion. However, if our theory is correct, only membership in one 
highly autocratic RO is necessary to achieve desired results. Neither exchanging 
Overlap for Autocratic Density, nor adding it to the model changes results signifi-
cantly (see Table A5, Online Appendix), which suggests that it is important to be a 
member in a highly autocratic RO, and not all ROs will be willing or able to serve as 
a conduit for enhanced stability.

Finally, I check if results change when weighing ROs according to their aggregate 
GDP to control for variation in economic power of institutions. While two ROs such 
as the SCO and the Economic Community of the Great Lakes Countries (CEPGL) 
have similar autocratic density levels over time, the SCO with economically pow-
erful member states Russia and China should be able to provide more financial 
resources and assurances compared to CEPGL’s small membership. Including a 
logged variable that measures the yearly aggregate total per capita GDP of all mem-
bers divided by the number of RO member states does not achieve significance 
(see Table A8, Online Appendix). This could indicate that financial redistributions 
are not necessarily the most important causal factor explaining survival, but that 
regimes might rather profit from non-material resources such as diplomatic support 
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and legitimation. This also ties to previous literature that shows the importance of 
regionally supplemented legitimation strategies as an important benefit of RO mem-
bership (e.g. Söderbaum, 2004; Libman & Obydenkova, 2018).

4  Discussion

Several of these results require further discussion. First, it is interesting to note that 
both specifications of the main variable Autocratic Density, the autocratic density 
score of the highest RO membership as well as the average density score across all 
ROs, both significantly reduce the hazard of democratic regime change. This points 
to sorting effects of RO membership, with autocratic regimes mostly joining “Clubs 
of Autocrats” instead of a mix of ROs with democratic and autocratic membership. 
This finding makes sense in light of Pevehouse (2005), who finds that newly democ-
ratizing regimes tend to join ROs with a democratic density to signal their commit-
ment to domestic regime change to domestic and international audiences and conse-
quently profit from their membership by stabilizing democratic governance. While 
some autocratic regimes are also members in ROs with a democratic density (e.g. 
Russia and previously the Soviet Union in the Organization of Security and Coop-
eration in Europe), membership in the opposite club is unlikely to induce regime 
change.

A second important finding is that membership in more autocratic ROs is the 
most significant international-level predictor to explain regime survival. The finding 
highlights the importance of studying cooperation between authoritarian regimes, 
as well as arguments by the regime-boosting literature that autocracies profit from 
RO membership in terms of strengthened regime security and prolonged survival. 
In fact, being a member in a highly autocratic RO (one standard deviation above the 
mean density score of 11) increases the mean probability of survival from around 
40 years in a low-density RO (one standard deviation below the mean density score) 
to 70 years (see Fig. 2). Generally speaking, that means that membership in a highly 
autocratic RO makes survival for members with similar numbers of past democratic 
failures more than six times more likely compared to membership in a RO with 
mean density scores.

This finding is interesting particularly considering that the literature on the inter-
national dimension of authoritarian resilience has so far mostly argued that regional 
powers have a stabilizing effect on neighboring autocracies and often work through 
ROs (e.g. Bader, 2015; Tansey, 2016a; Tolstrup, 2015). However, it seems that the 
presence of a regional power does not systematically influence survival times of 
autocratic incumbents, and neither protects vis-à-vis democratic nor autocratic chal-
lengers. In fact, recent research even suggests that attempts at influencing neighbor-
ing regimes can sometimes even lead to unintended effects, whereby autocratic pow-
ers inadvertently turn liberal reform coalitions towards Western partners instead of 
tying them to their camp (Börzel, 2015). In consequences, this finding suggests that 
the institutional commitment between a critical mass of like-minded regional allies 
seems to be the key factor affecting survival.
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This becomes clear when looking at the role that ROs have played in recent cases of 
political turmoil within authoritarian regimes. Saudi Arabia was only able to send troops 
to support neighboring Bahrain as part of the GCC Peninsular Shield Force during the 
Arab Spring crisis in 2011, which provided the legitimacy of an institutionalized mili-
tary framework. Bahrain’s King Hamad officially asked for GCC forces to assist in man-
aging protestors, with Kuwait and the UAE also contributing to the joint mission (Bah-
rain News Agency, 2011). In contrast, Saudi Arabia acted much more hesitant during 
the 2018 diplomatic crisis with Qatar where two of the GCC member states, Kuwait and 
Oman, remained neutral. It had to rely on unilateral diplomatic sanctions, and was una-
ble to employ the GCC to further its own interests. Similarly, member states of SADC 
were restrained by the institutional norm of solidarity during the election crisis in Zim-
babwe in 2008, with none of the critical powers being able to push for regional sanctions 
or unilateral interference outside of the SADC framework (Nathan, 2012).

Finally, it is important to note that membership in an autocrat’s club only helps to 
prevent democratic regime change but not autocratic replacements. Thus, we should 
rather talk about a system-boosting effect of RO membership instead of regime-
boosting regionalism. Incumbents hoping for help to avert autocratic challenges 
from inside the ruling coalition such as military coups are less likely to benefit from 
their RO membership. Only when the status-quo of autocratic rule within a regime is 
at stake and by extension the risk of democratization for the larger region increases, 
does RO membership provide protection for autocratic incumbents.

A potential explanation could be that autocrats might only be willing to offer 
pooled resources and stick to their commitment of sovereignty protection when 

Fig. 2  Survival Function for Different Levels of Autocratic Density
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they perceive the threat to be potentially affecting their own regimes as well. Demo-
cratic regime change is a threat that is shared by all autocratic regimes independent 
of autocratic regime type (Geddes et al. 2014), and tends to diffuse quickly within 
regions (Brinks & Coppedge, 2006). Autocratic challenges, however, differ pro-
foundly from one type of autocratic regime to the next. While monarchies, are, for 
instance, volatile to palace revolts from within a royal family, dominant-party and 
personalist regimes are more often threatened by rival political leaders that instigate 
revolutions (Geddes, 1999). Military regimes, in contrast, mostly end due to inter-
nal elite splits as has been evidenced by the transition literature focusing on Latin 
America (O’Donnell et  al., 1986). Thus, perceptions of similarity might filter to 
what extent regimes consider domestic challenges to potentially affect regime stabil-
ity at home. Unless all RO members share similar domestic institutional structures, 
autocrats only share a similar threat to experience democratic regime change. This 
explanation also speaks to literature on the role of threat perception to explain the 
spread of revolutionary movements (Weyland, 2012) as well as literature on foreign 
policy choice during times of uncertainty (Odinius & Kuntz, 2015).

The finding became particularly pronounced during the 2017 military coup in 
Zimbabwe. While SADC supported Mugabe’s dominant-party regime during the 
large-scale election crisis in 2008, the RO remained uninvolved during the disem-
powerment of Mugabe by his own ZANU-PF cronies in November 2017. The elec-
tion crisis in 2008 revolved around state-society relations, and would very likely 
have resulted in a democratic turnover of government to the opposition party. The 
2017 military coup, in contrast, involved intra-party elites aiming to replace Mugabe 
with another loyal party member. In fact, Emmerson Mnangagwa, Zimbabwe’s Vice 
President and long-time ally of Mugabe, was sworn in as new President on Novem-
ber 24, 2017, ensuring the continuation of the autocratic rule of the ZANU-PF 
regime without any regional interference.

5  Conclusion

The potential dark side of RO membership has received increased attention in recent 
research. However, the lack of theorization and cross-case comparative evidence has 
impaired the ability to come to more generalizable statements with regard to the 
conditions under which autocratic incumbent regimes might actively benefit from 
RO membership. Throughout the article, I have therefore provided theoretical con-
siderations and empirical evidence to illuminate the relationship between RO mem-
bership and autocratic regime survival.

I have argued that RO membership can increase incumbent survival in two ways. 
First, ROs regulate the relationship between regional neighbors by institutionalizing 
non-interventionist norms that shield regimes from unwanted external interference 
into politically sensitive areas of domestic politics, thereby decreasing the risk of 
employing authoritarian survival strategies. Second, RO membership provides access 
to additional resources for autocratic incumbents to boost survival strategies vis-à-vis 
domestic challengers during moments of political upheaval. However, I hypothesized 
that only “Clubs of Autocrats”, that is, ROs composed of more autocratic member 
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states, as well as ROs with lower levels of authority should be likely to provide 
the expected benefits. This is, because democracies and liberalizing member states 
employ ROs to protect democratic governance, while autocracies exploit them to sta-
bilize the non-democratic status-quo. The findings from survival analysis show that 
autocracies indeed tend to sort into “Clubs of Autocrats”, and that their membership 
does decrease the risk for democratic regime change. However, membership does not 
protect regimes from autocratic challengers from within the ruling coalition.

The article has three important theoretical implications. First, the findings lend fur-
ther support to the growing research agenda that argues that ROs can have independ-
ent effects on domestic political processes (Libman & Obydenkova, 2013; Pevehouse, 
2002a). Mostly associated with liberal theory, this article extends the argument to 
demonstrate that ROs also matter for the domestic politics of non-democratic regimes. 
In this respect, previous research has focused primarily on the role of autocratic pow-
ers in deliberately shaping politics in neighboring states (Tansey, 2016a). Our find-
ings show that institutionalized cooperation also plays a significant role to explain how 
autocratic regimes manage to deal with democratic challengers to survive in power.

Second, and relatedly, the findings speak to research highlighting the potential dark 
sides of international cooperation (Ferry et al., 2020; Hafner-Burton & Schneider, 2019; 
Debre 2020, 2021). By explicitly theorizing and testing reverse effects that ROs can 
have on domestic politics outside of Europe and the democratization paradigm, 
the paper elucidates the conditions under which international institutions can pro-
duce democracy or strengthen authoritarian rule. Against the backdrop of increas-
ing democratic backsliding and legitimacy challenges towards multilateral coop-
eration (Hooghe & Marks, 2009; Pepinsky & Walter, 2019), it will be particularly 
important to study consequences of changing membership compositions of ROs and 
their international and domestic effects in future research. While previous waves 
of democratization have led to the adoption of good governance standards (Börzel 
& van Hüllen, 2015), the current wave of autocratization (Lührmann & Lindberg, 
2019) might have significant consequences for the future protection of liberal norms 
and add to the deepening of the crisis of the liberal international order (Copelovitch 
& Pevehouse, 2019; Hooghe et al., 2019a; Kentikelenis & Voeten, 2020; Morse & 
Keohane, 2014).

Finally, the findings in this article also have consequences for the study of insti-
tutional design of IGOs. If regimes tend to sort into their respective democratic and 
autocratic camps, we might suspect that differences in domestic regime type should 
also lead to different institutional design choices. Previous research does show that 
democratic membership systematically shapes institutional design dimensions from 
transparency, to accountability, or openness (Grigorescu, 2010, 2015; Moravcsik, 
2000; Tallberg et al., 2016). In turn, Carlson and Koremenos (2021) find that abso-
lute autocratic monarchies tend to cooperate less formally compared to democratic 
and mixed dyads. Data in Hooghe et  al. (2019b) also indicates that community-
based organizations such as autocratic ASEAN are less likely to contain pooled 
decision-making procedures, while their secretariats are just as likely to be endowed 
with delegated authority as ROs in the democratic OECD World. Future research 
should therefore test to what extent autocratic regimes do indeed negotiate different 
institutional arrangements.
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